Long-time readers may have noted a new category of papers in this volume, beginning with the last issue: "Roots and Seeds." This class of works intends to collect first-hand accounts of quantitative literacy (QL) activities that have preceded our journal. This is not our first foray into gathering our discipline's history. For example, the paper by Madison and Steen (2008) in our inaugural issue records the establishment of the National Numeracy Network and Numeracy. More recently, we have published bibliographies of papers in Numeracy (2008) (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) citing papers by and in volumes edited by American numeracy's two most prolific thought leaders, Lynn Arthur Steen 1 (Vacher 2016 ) and Bernard L. Madison 2 (Grawe and Vacher 2017) . Now, by codifying a new space within Numeracy for publishing witnessed histories, we intend to foster a more systematic archive of our collective past to facilitate the passing of the baton from one academic generation to the next.
History is a powerful thing -in numerous and various ways. Of course, a history of numeracy scholarship will tell us where we've been and thus how far we've come. But, additionally, with some reflection, it will show how our past contains nuggets that become keys to solving new problems and advancing new agendas. Thus by providing a repository for stories that, individually and collectively, show how germs became ideas became pilot projects became initiatives, we hope to nurture and inspire continued developments in our community's collective work.
Our first three contributions to the Roots and Seeds collection capture the notion of these continuities well. In the last issue, Numeracy contributing editor Dorothy Wallace (2019) provides insight into how the Quantitative Literacy Design Team led to the foundational ideas for Mathematics and Democracy (Steen 2001a ), which in turn prompted the creation of the National Numeracy Network, which begat Numeracy. Along the way in her Roots and Seeds paper, Wallace notes an intersection with the Sons Report (Sons 1994) , the topic of Linda Sons' Roots and Seeds paper in the same issue (Sons 2019) . Sons (2019) describes the critical years between 1989 and 1994 in which the Mathematical Association of America (MAA) wrestled with the organization's responsibility to QL. While much has changed in the ensuing decades, the contributions of the Sons Report remain fresh. Few who have designed QL initiatives on their campuses are unfamiliar with the five goals of a "quantitatively literate college graduate" laid out in the 2004 report and relisted in Sons (2019, As readers familiar with the history of the MAA and QL know, one offshoot of the Sons Report was a new special interest group within the MAA: the SIGMAA-QL. This is where Rick Gillman (2019) , the founding Past President of the SIGMA-QL, takes up the MAA-QL thread in the current issue. He shares how the MAA added QL to its CUPM (Committee on Undergraduate Programs in Mathematics) Curriculum Guidelines (Barker et al. 2004 ) and created SIGMAA-QL in 2004 as a new version of the QL Subcommittee of CUPM, the subcommittee that Linda Sons chaired that produced the 1994 report. In addition, he provides insights into the early work of the special interest group including the writing of MAA Notes #70 (Fig. 1) , which provided early examples of QL courses and programs in a variety of institutional contexts.
Fortuitously the current issue of Numeracy also features papers introducing MAA Notes #88 , the much-anticipated sequel to #70. We note that comparing the tables of contents included as appendices in the respective Roots and Seeds (Gillman 2019, this issue) and From the Authors , this issue) papers makes for interesting browsing. Comparing the two sets of contents of these successive QL MAA Notes volumes published 13 years apart underscores the points we noted above about history. Not only does history show where we have been and how far we have come; it shows how some kernels of QL ideas have flourished into full-blown courses and institutional initiatives. Moreover, readers of our first three Roots and Seeds pieces will notice that all three authors note connections between the dilemmas faced by early QL leaders and the challenges that confound us today. In a very real sense, then, while much progress has been made, Steen's (2001b, 10 ) assessment still rings true: "Despite years of study and life experience immersed in quantitative data, many educated adults remain functionally innumerate." And thus we can draw on insights and experiences from the past to inform the present.
Careful study of the past also reveals that history is not a single thread but rather a nexus of stories. We should expect there to be more to the story of QL than the MAA thread. In that regard, we note what Dorothy Wallace (2019, 2) said in her Roots and Seeds piece about non-mathematician Bob Orrill. Gillman (2006) . led by Robert Orrill, which were brought together several times over a period of years to consider strategies that might improve the quantitative literacy of students at the high school and college levels.
Meanwhile, in Math Notes #88, Susan Ganter (2019, ix) said much the same thing in her Forward for the volume:
… Lynn Steen and Bob Orrill asked me to participate in a design team they were forming as part of the work of the National Council on Education and the Disciplines (NCED). The purpose of the design team was to discuss and develop a working definition for QL, in light of Steen and Orrill's recent work in Why Numbers Count (Steen 1997). In Chapter 4 of the Math Notes #88 volume, Madison (2019, 41-42) gives some detail about the NCED, Why Numbers Count (Fig.  2) , and Mathematics and Democracy ( Thus (Fig. 4) Democracy: The Case for Quantitative Literacy, to the NNN (the National Numeracy Network), to Numeracy (Fig. 4) (Steen and Madison 2011) . In a very real way, this NCED thread can be viewed as a legacy of Bob Orrill. As shown in Figure 4 , our three Roots and Seeds papers, in combination with the just-published MAA Notes #88, already show that QL histories are interconnected. Just as a plant has many roots, so too does the QL movement. Moreover, the roots become intertwined and thereby create a strong base of support to sustain a broader mission.
The message of Figure 4 is that the history of QL, when fleshed out, will be seen as a nexus of people, institutions, societies, publications, and no doubt more. So far, with just these two threads (MAA and NCED), we have included six mathematicians, three membership organizations, two society committees, two seminal edited volumes, and one enthusiastic journal. Stop and think about it. It's only the start of a bigger picture.
Zooming out from Figure 4 , we are beginning to see that QL history is a nexus of social practices. This view is in keeping with the thinking of the "new literacies" social-practice concept of numeracy. For example, Fisher (2019) and Craig et al. (2019) in the first two chapters of the new Math Notes #88 build on the seminal work of James Gee in the U.S. (e.g., Gee 2015) and the late Brian Street in the U.K. (e.g., Street et al. 2005 ) and aim to "reconceptualize quantitative literacy as a social practice" (Craig et al. 2019, 16) . As argued by (Fisher 2019, 4 ) (see also Tunstall et al. 2019, this issue): all forms of literacy involve a representational medium that is shared by different social groups, each with its own unique practices surrounding that medium. As such, literacy is an inherently social phenomenon, and we cannot divorce the study of QL from the social contexts in which it is realized. This concept has been applied and elaborated in at least six papers in Numeracy (Frith 2012; Frith and Lloyd 2016; Karaali et al. 2016; Frith and Prince 2018; Oughton 2018; Craig and Guzmán 2018) , all of which cite one or more of the works of Gee or Street.
Why is the notion of QL as social practice important to our Roots and Seeds project? Community, communities, and communication are all central to the whole notion of quantitative literacy, as shown by a new definition proffered by Fisher (2019, 4 
):
Quantitative literacy is the facility to participate in the intersecting quantitative practices of many different communities (each with its own patterns of discourse).
In the spirit of that definition then, who are we? What is our community? Can we identify constituent sub-communities?
We in Numeracy operate on the assumption that our community is the people we aim to serve, namely people who care about quantitative literacy. Those people are shown conceptually in the four-set Venn diagram of Figure 5a , where the universal set is "people." They are also shown on the three-set Venn diagram of Figure 5b as the universal set. Our community is the shaded large ellipse in Figure 5a and the shaded rectangle in Figure 5b . It is set A in both diagrams.
The Venn diagrams also show three other sets: mathematicians; people in the U.S.; and people who publish in Numeracy. They are sets B, C, and D, respectively. These other sets are the three other large ellipses in Figure 5a and the three circles of the more familiar three-circle Venn diagram of Figure 5b . The eight subsets of set A are as follows using the set labels of Figure 5b (prefix those with A to produce the set labels of Fig. 5a ). mathematicians and non-mathematicians) or the C-ellipse boundary (between in-and outside-U.S.). As members of ̅ ourselves, professionally, and having worked with Numeracy authors from ̅ , we both know that both of those graphical boundaries mark borders between subcommunities in terms of social practices, linguistics, and understandings within A. Moreover, we can attest that our own particular subset, ̅ (nonmathematicians inside the U.S. who care about QL and publish in Numeracy), is anything but homogeneous, given the disparate literacies of our home disciplinary fields; ̅ is itself a nest of sub-communities. Referring back to Figure 4 , we should note that the explored threads above have emphasized social practices in terms of organizations and their products. Surely, there are other types of threads through the history of QL. Probably most obvious are thematic, topical threads -"thematic" in the same sense as Numeracy's Theme Collections. So far, we have had three theme collections: Financial Literacy, with eight papers in 2013 (vol. 6, issue 2); Assessment, with five papers in 2015 (vol. 8, issue 1); and Social Justice in 2019, with four papers last issue (vol. 12, issue 1), and four more this issue (vol. 12, issue 2). All three are thematic topics in Numeracy, as one can see by using the search tool on Numeracy's home page (6/30/2019): "financial literacy" finds 39 out of the journal's 247 papers; "assessment" finds 187/247; and "social justice," 27/247. Of note, too: compare the social justice theme collection editors (Kira Hamman, Victor Piercey, Luke Tunstall) with the Math Notes #88 editors (Tunstall, Gizem Karaali, Piercey) ; again a nexus of intertwining thematic, organizational, and other threads among the networked nodes in our community is evident.
As the Roots and Seeds collection accumulates witnessed stories and the witness's reflections on them, the collection in aggregate will be both filling in and zooming out on the nexus of people, institutions, disciplines, themes, places, and academic and nonacademic cultures that come into play in the various stories and threads of QL. The goal is to be better able to communicate with and learn from people in other parts of the great heterogeneous community of people who care about quantitative literacy.
If any of you have ideas for a Roots and Seeds contribution, we encourage you to contact Senior Editor Len Vacher or Senior Editor Bernie Madison.
